NOTES:

1) When driving in multi-lane traffic use the IPDE Process:
   - Identify
   - Predict
   - Decide
   - Execute

Route:

1) Left out of Lot
2) Right on Shermer (Lane change to left)
3) Left on Willow (Lane change to right before Waukegan)
4) Right on Waukegan (Lane change left after car dealers)
5) Left on East Lake (3rd light after car dealers – Starbucks on corner)
6) Left on Laramie (Loyola High School on corner)
7) Left on Illinois (@ stop sign – pass Loyola)
8) Right on Happ (No street sign - Stop sign - road curves – power lines on left)
9) Switch Drivers at New Trier West (Lot on right after river – practice perpendicular parking)
10) Exit New Trier – Right on Happ
11) Left on Willow (Starbucks on right corner- Power line towers on left)
12) Right on Waukegan
13) Left on Founders (Double turn lane - Big Church on corner – sign for To Techy)
14) Right on Techny (@ Stop sign)
15) Left on Shermer (After Rail Road)
16) Right on Sherman to GBN